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ABSTRACT The electrical properties of the crystalline lens of the frog eye are measured with
stochastic currents applied with a microelectrode near the center of the preparation and
potential recorded just under the surface. The stochastic signals are decomposed by
Fourier analysis into sinusoidal components, and the impedance is determined from the
ratio of mean cross power to input power. The data are fit by an electrical model that
includes two paths for current flow: one through the cytoplasm, gap junctions, and outer
membrane; the other through inner membranes and the extracellular space between lens
fibers. The electrical properties of the structures of the lens which appear as circuit com-
ponents in the model are determined by the fit to the data. The resistivity of the extra-
cellular space within the lens is comparable to the resistivity of Ringer. The outer mem-
brane has a normal resistance of 5 kohm * cm2 but large capacitance of 10 ,uF/cm2,
probably because it represents the properties of several layers of fibers. The inner mem-
branes have properties reminiscent of artificial lipid bilayers: they have high membrane
resistance, 2.2 megohm * cm2, and low specific capacitance, 0.8 u.F/cm2. There is so
much membrane within the lens, however, that the sum of the current flow across all the
inner membranes is comparable to that across the outer surface.
INTRODUCTION
The electrical properties of the crystalline lens of the eye are of interest for several reasons.
The properties are measures of the functions of the membranes and cytoplasm in health and
disease, and alterations in some of the properties certainly accompany, and may even pre-
cede, the formation of cataracts. The electrical properties are also one measure of the
transporting characteristics of the membranes of the preparation. From a more general
point of view, the lens is an archetypical electrical syncytium, a tissue composed of many
cells, electrically coupled one to another, with an extracellular space pervading the tissue.
The electrical properties and relevant structure of the lens have been reviewed recently in
some detail (Rae, 1978) and that paper should be consulted for further discussion of the role
of the electrical properties in the normal function of the lens.
An important stage in the analysis of any tissue is the construction of a paradigm, a model
which allows understanding of the main properties of the preparation. The gross properties
of the lens are similar to those of a giant spherical cell (Duncan, 1969, 1973; Rae, 1973,
1974) and so the expected properties of a giant spherical cell might be a suitable paradigm
(Eisenberg and Rae, 1976). The lens is composed, however, of many small fibers, coupled
by gap junctions (Cohen, 1965; Benedetti et al., 1976), and containing an extensive extra-
cellular space (Paterson, 1970), which should produce a pattern of current flow much more
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complex than that in a simple spherical cell. An analogy exists with a similar situation in
the study of skeletal muscle (Eisenberg et al., 1977). Skeletal muscle contains a pervading
extracellular space in its "transverse" tubular system and yet can be approximately de-
scribed by the fairly simple equations of one-dimensional cable theory modified to include
the tubular system as an extra pathway by which current can leave the cell cytoplasm
(Jack et al., 1975, Chap. 6). A similar but simpler situation may be expected in the lens.
Because the sphericity of the preparation prevents longitudinal potential gradients, to some
approximation all the lens interior is expected to be at the same potential. But gradients of
potential across membranes within the lens are possible (even at this level of approximation)
because current flow in the extracellular space can induce significant potential drops. If one
qualitatively takes into account point source effects near the current microelectrode (Eisen-
berg and Johnson, 1970), it is possible from this analogy alone to draw an equivalent circuit
of the lens, but such a circuit would not include the relation between the circuit elements
and the real morphological entities which make up the preparation. For that reason, the
equivalent circuit needs to be determined by a theoretical analysis (Eisenberg et al., 1979)
of the current flow expected in a spherical syncytium. The differential equations solved by
Eisenberg et al. (1979) and Peskoff(1978) can be derived from the flow of current in a small
but finite volume element. Barcilon et al. ' have shown how similar differential equations can
be derived from more fundamental principles.
For this theory to serve as a paradigm for the lens, it is necessary to see how well it
describes the behavior of the preparation as measured in a number of ways in a variety of
conditions. This paper begins that process, and determines a number of properties of
interest, by analyzing the linear electrical properties of the lens measured over a wide range
of frequencies. Measurements are made in the frequency domain (that is, with random cur-
rent signals analyzed as a sum of sinusoids) instead of in the time domain (that would be
with step functions of current) because frequency domain analysis often is a much more
sensitive measure of electrical properties (Eisenberg et al., 1977). Random signals are used
because they permit much faster measurements than sinusoids; in our apparatus it is possible
to acquire 800 independent data points from, for example, 0 to 80 Hz in steps of 0.1 Hz in
the same time it would take to measure the response to a sinusoid of 0.1 Hz (namely, about
100 s).
Our results (Mathias et al., 1978) are determined by fitting the theoretical model of a
spherical syncytium to the impedance measured from the lens over a wide range of fre-
quencies. The excellent fit of the theory to the experimental data demonstrates the adequacy
of the theory and determines the electrical properties of the surface and inner membranes
of the preparation. Both the surface and inner membrane systems contribute importantly to
the overall electrical properties: the surface membrane because of its typical conductance
(despite its relatively small area); the inner membrane because of its enormous area (despite
its small conductance). There is no a priori necessity that the curve fitting procedure should
find both systems of membranes to be important; in fact the data presented here are sensi-
tive measures of the paths for current flow and should be viewed as independent evidence for
(a) electrical coupling between lens fibers, (b) current flow across inner membranes into an
iBarcilon, V., R. S. Eisenberg, and R. T. Mathias. Microscopic and macroscopic description of the electrical prop-
erties of syncytial tissues. Manuscript in preparation.
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extracellular medium pervading the interior of the lens, (c) significant potential decrement
in that extracellular medium, (d) unusually low conductance for the inner membranes,
(e) comparable total conductance for the inner and surface membrane systems.
METHODS
All measurements reported here were made on small (1-2 in.) grass frogs, Rana pipiens. Animals
of this size had lenses of about 0.16 cm radius which were nearly spherical (anterior-posterior/
equatorial ratio - 0.8). Lenses of this small size have large enough input resistance to permit
measurement of potentials induced by the microamperes of current which the current microelectrode
would pass.
Because the resting potential of the lens is highly susceptible to trauma, no attempt was made to
dissect the lens free of the globe. Rather, the globe was removed from the animal and its posterior
portion was removed and discarded under direct microscopic observation. In addition, the cornea
and iris were excised, leaving the lens suspended by its zonules from a ring of uveal-scleral tissue. With
this procedure, virtually every lens dissected had an acceptable resting potential (more negative
than -60 mV, mean -68 mV) and resistance. It is unlikely that this surrounding ring of tissue
could have offered any appreciable resistance to current flow from the lens as a space separating the
lens from the tissue could always clearly be seen.
After dissection, the lenses were carefully pinned into the experimental chamber by sticking 00
insect pins through the uveal-scleral ring into the transparent Sylgard (Dow Corning Corp., Mid-
land, Mich.) layer which lined the bottom of the chamber. A light was then shone through the
preparation from below to allow the determination of the degree of lens transparency. Lenses that
were not clear were discarded. The bathing chamber was filled with a special Ringer's solution
whose composition is slightly different from that used by other investigators utilizing amphibian
tissue, namely (in mM/liter), [Na+] = 106.6, [K+] = 2.5, [Ca++] = 2, [Cl] = 114, [H2PO4] =
0.35, and [HP04-- = 0.85, with pH 7.3. This solution had an osmolality of 210-215 mosmol/liter
instead of the customary 240 mosmol/liter (Adrian, 1956) and was found to keep the lens resting
potential stable for the duration of most experiments; in addition, it kept the lens in a crystal-
line, transparent state. Investigations in which lenses of the same size were viewed directly
using Hoffman modulation contrast microscopy techniques, showed that the epithelial cells of the
lens were shrunken when a solution of 240 mosmol/liter was used, whereas they were swollen if a
solution <210 mosmol/liter was used, normal volume being that observed in a preparation not ex-
posed to any Ringer solution. We are therefore confident that our bathing solution was appropriate.
The lens was penetrated by two microelectrodes, one for passing current and one for measuring
the potential difference induced by the current flow across resistive and capacitive elements in the
tissue. The current electrode was a glass capillary microelectrode filled with a mixture of 1.8 M K+
citrate and 0.8 M KCI, pH - 7. This solution has been found to help the electrode pass depolarizing
current (Valdiosera et al, 1974a). This property is important here because currents on the order of
500-1,000 nA were necessary to induce easily measurable voltages. The current electrode typically
had a resistance of about 20 megohms. The voltage measuring electrodes were filled with 3 M KCI
and typically had a resistance of 3-5 megohms. Only electrodes having tip potentials of <4 mV
were used. The electrodes were placed in the lens under direct observation through a Hoffman
modulation contrast microscope (McBain Instruments, Chatsworth, Calif.) at a magnification of
about x100. In these studies, the current microelectrode was placed near the center of the lens as
determined by simply viewing the penetration of the current electrode. The transparency of the
lens made this approach possible, whereas such an approach probably would not be adequate for
other tissues. The voltage measuring microelectrode was placed in the lens just under its surface.
Its depth was estimated to be between 100 and 200 jum below the lens surface. The effect of
positioning errors can be determined from Eq. 24, and neighbors, in Eisenberg et al. (1979). The
only significant effect occurs in the variable R3(r, R, 0) and, just for this reason, we do not attempt to
derive physiological information from the value of R,.
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FIGURE 1 (A) A schematic description of the set-up. (B) A reasonably complete diagram of the
feedback follower. The circuit applies current to the bath through the bath electrode of impedance
Rb to hold the summing junction (and thus usually the tip of the microelectrode) at virtual ground. Ce
is the capacitance from the microelectrode into the bath. Current is injected into the preparation
with another microelectrode and the resulting potential is indicated for the normal case when switch Sl
is open. The VCa1 signal is used to measure the resistance and time constant of the microelectrode. Clos-
ing the switch Si and setting I = 0 allows simple measurement of Re, resistance of the microelectrode,
and ReCe, the time constant of the microelectrode. (C) The current monitor circuit. Whlen all the
switches are in the IN position, the circuit estimates'the current flowing through the tip of the current
microelectrode into the preparation. The current monitor circuit itself (in the upper left-hand part of
the figure) applies the voltage VIN to the top of the current microelectrode and measures the applied cur-
rent by the JR drop A V. The current leaving this circuit does not all cross the preparation, however, be-
cause some flows through the capacitance CI into the bath, some flows into the shield of the cable, and
some flows into the conductive paint applied to the current microelectrode. The latter two currents can
be measured by the "shield current" circuit shown and subtracted from the signal Av V to give an im-
proved estimate of the current flows through the preparation. At frequencies above 100 Hz, significant
current flows through the unshielded capacitance Cl. Thus, above 100 Hz the current monitor is re-
moved from the circuit by placing the switches in the OUT position, and current is determined from the
voltage applied and the resistance of the current microelectrode.
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The circuit used for the electrical measurements is shown in Fig. 1. Minimizing the resistance
from bath to the output of the feedback follower proved to be a matter of considerable importance.
This was done by collecting the current from the bath through six Ringer-agar bridges connected
in parallel. Each bridge extended from the bath into its own individual well, filled with 3 M KCI.
The bath electrode was a silver-silver chloride pellet electrode in a microelectrode holder (W-P In-
struments, Inc., New Haven, Conn.). With this arrangement, the resistance of the bath electrodes
was about 750 ohm, the resistance being measured directly by passing current and measuring the po-
tential induced in the bath.
The measurements were made by passing wide band noise currents through the current microelec-
trode, currents generated by applying the output of a white noise generator (Hewlett-Packard, Co.
Palo Alto, Calif., model 3722A) to the Vin terminal shown in Fig. 1. The total current applied to the
current microelectrode was continuously measured. However, not all of the current that is applied
to the microelectrode goes through the preparation. Some of it goes through the walls of the micro-
electrode, enters the bath, is collected by the bath electrodes but never enters the preparation. We
attempted to minimize this error in the following manner. First, we shielded the current electrode
with silver paint to within 2 mm of the tip. This silver paint was covered with nonconductive
varnish to isolate the shield from the bath. This continuous shield around the current electrode
was connected to another current measuring circuit. The current collected in this circuit was sub-
tracted from the total current going through the microelectrode, thus improving our estimate of the
current going through the preparation itself. The presence of the capacitances C, and Ci1, prevents
the perfect estimation of the current going through the preparation. At frequencies above 100 Hz,
significant current flows through them so the current monitor is removed from the circuit. Above
those frequencies, current is determined from the voltage applied to the microelectrode and its
previously measured resistance. The intracellular voltage electrode was also surrounded by a
grounded shield although no silver paint was used. This shielding arrangement substantially re-
duced the capacitance between the microelectrodes.
The voltage measurement was made with a somewhat unusual circuit (Eisenberg and Gage, 1969).
The intracellular voltage electrode, the preparation, the bath resistance, and the parallel current
collecting electrodes were placed in the feedback loop connected to the inverting input of the mea-
suring operational amplifier. This arrangement holds both the intracellular voltage electrode and
the isopotential component of the lens potential at virtual ground. As a result, the stray capacitance
between the voltage microelectrode and ground is reduced by the open loop gain of the operational
amplifier, the frequency response being limited by the capacitance Ce into the bath. The bath
is then held at minus the potential at the tip of the voltage microelectrode by the output current
of the operational amplifier. Because the current flowing through the preparation also flows across
the bath resistance and the resistance of the bath electrodes, the potential at the output of the
feedback follower is then the sum of the intracellular potential, the IR drop in the bath, and the
JR drop in the bath electrode. The IR drops can be eliminated by measuring the extracellular
potential with another microelectrode located just outside the lens. The potential measured is
then independent of IR drops in the bath or bath electrodes. With the current electrode in the
center of the lens, it was verified that the location of the second voltage measuring electrode was
not important, so long as it was close to the lens. In practice, we always placed the extracellular
voltage electrode just outside the penetration site of the intracellular voltage microelectrode. The
extracellular voltage electrode was partially covered by a driven shield to minimize the stray capaci-
tance to ground. The output of the operational amplifier measuring the potential on the bath micro-
electrode, which in this case was the real intracellular potential, was fed into one channel of a Nico-
let Fourier analyzer (model 401A, Nicolet Scientific Corp., Northvale, N.J.). The output VI from
the current measuring circuit was fed into the other channel. The Fourier analyzer passes each ana-
log signal through a steep low pass filter which reduces aliasing errors (for white noise input) to at
least 70 dB below the signal level. The signals are then sampled and digitized in a strictly linear 11
bit analog-to-digital converter and blocks of data (usually 1,024 points in duration) are processed by
discrete Fourier transform with sufficient guard digits to preserve a dynamic range of 70 dB. The
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Fourier transform of the input, the current signal, denoted by X(jw), and the output, the voltage
signal, denoted by Y(jw), are then converted to estimates of the power spectrum of the input G.,(jiw),
of the output Gyy(jw), and of the complex quantity, the cross power G,Y(jw), by the formulas
G. (jw) = X(jw)X* (jw); Gyy (jw) = Y(jw) Y* (jw); Gxy(jw) = X*(jw) Y(jw), where * de-
notes the complex conjugate of the immediately preceding complex variable. Again sufficient digits
are processed to preserve a dynamic range of 70 dB in all results, including subsequent estimates
of transfer function.
It is necessary to average repeated blocks of data from the same system both to reduce variance
inherent in probabilistic estimates of the properties of the preparation (Oppenheim and Schafer,
1975, chap. 11) and to reduce variance introduced by extraneous noise generated in the voltage
recording microelectrodes and apparatus (Bendat and Piersol, 1971, p. 142). Averages must be taken
of the power spectra (not of X(jco), Y(jw), or of the transfer function itself) to remove these diffi-
culties without introducing worse problems. Thus, the mean values Gxx(jw), Gyy(jw), and Gxy(j]w)
are used to compute estimates of the transfer function of the preparation Z(jw) = Gxy(jw)/
Gxx(Iw), and of the coherence function G2(jj) = | Gxy(jw) 2/G1x(jw)Gyy((jw). The solidi
denote the magnitude of the enclosed complex variable. The coherence function is a real number
between zero and one. It equals unity at all frequencies in a linear noise-free system measured
with a perfect Fourier analyzer (Bendat and Piersol, 1971). If the system is nonlinear, the coherence
function is reduced, although the amount of the reduction is not simply related to traditional mea-
sures of nonlinearity such as harmonic distortion. If the system is linear, and the input to the system
(here the current signal) is free of contaminating noise, the coherence function at each frequency is a
measure of the output signal to noise ratio SJ(jw) at that frequency, namely, y2(jw) = S2(jw)/[l +
S2(jco)], where the signal to noise ratio is that of the voltage signal Y(jw), measured in units of (volts-
root mean square)/(volts-root mean square), not in units of a ratio of powers.
The transfer function measured by the Fourier analyzer is a probabilistic estimate of the impedance
of the preparation at the discrete, evenly spaced frequencies appropriate to the discrete Fourier
transform. Conversion of this estimate into one comparable to that determined with sinusoids re-
quires further data processing, both to reduce variance and to produce a more appropriate spacing
of frequency points.
Resolution, Bandwidth, and Merging
The electrical properties of the lens, and most electrical circuits for that matter, extend over a wide
range of frequencies, showing rapid variation in the lower frequency range and slow variation in
the higher frequency range. For this reason it is convenient and conventional to plot the properties
of such a preparation with a logarithmic frequency scale, the log function providing the resolution
at low frequency necessary to illustrate the rapidly varying properties and the compression at high
frequencies necessary to illustrate the slowly varying properties. The data measured here, however,
are spaced at constant intervals of frequency, with a constant resolution over the entire band of fre-
quencies examined. This spacing is a fundamental property of the discrete Fourier transform used to
compute the data. A discrete Fourier transform of a single block of data does not provide the resolu-
tion at low frequency or the compression at high frequencies needed to best illustrate the properties
of the preparation. We must acquire several blocks of data from the same preparation to solve this
problem.
The resolution at low frequency needed here is some 0.0125 Hz. Inasmuch as our digital system
deals with 400 frequency points in one block ("data set"), this data set provides information from
DC to 400 x 0.0125 Hz = 5 Hz. To cover the bandwidth of interest (here extending to I kHz), three
other data sets are taken from the same preparation: one with a resolution of 0.05 Hz, extending to
20 Hz; another with a resolution of 0.25 Hz, extending to 100 Hz; and finally one with a resolution of
2.5 Hz, extending to I kHz.
The data from such a set of measurements are shown on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 2. Individual
frequency points are shown to emphasize that each is an independent measurement and to illustrate
the variance of the measurements. The data map out the electrical properties over the entire frequency
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FIGuRE 2 Raw measurements of the phase angle of the lens impedance. Each point represents an
estimate of the phase angle at a given frequency determined by Fourier analysis and subsequent
data processing (see text). Each small panel represents the mean of data blocks taken with a given reso-
lution and bandwidth.
Resolution Bandwidth No. of data blocks
(lowest frequency) (highest frequency) averaged
Hz Hz
A. 0.0125 5 16
B. 0.05 20 32
C. 0.25 100 32
D. 2.5 1,000 128
Panel E shows overplots of the data sets A-D with arrows indicating the highest frequency point in each
data set. The filled circles show the results of editing, smoothing, and merging.
The duration of one block of data is the reciprocal of the resolution. The number of frequency sam-
ples is the bandwidth divided by the resolution. The numnber of time samples needed to determine this
number of frequency points is set by the Nyquist sampling requirements and the slope and maximum at-
tenuation of the anti-aliasing low pass filters. In our apparatus the frequency of sampling is 2.56 times
the bandwidth.
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range of interest, with overlapping data in a number of regions. A composite data set must be made
from these multiple data blocks to summarize compactly the properties of the preparation. This com-
posite is made by a process which involves several steps: (a) each block of data is edited to remove
"wild points," which would otherwise badly contaminate the subsequent data, (b) each block of data
is smoothed to reduce variance (at the expense of resolution) and to produce data approximately
evenly spaced on a logarithmic frequency scale, and (c) the data are merged to form the final data set
used for subsequent analysis.
The wild point editing consists of a preliminary smoothing of the data, using a digital low pass
filter, and computation of the standard deviation of the data set using the formula
2 (smoothed datum at frequency fi) - (raw datum at i)12
fi Number of frequencies - I
Raw data that deviated too far from the preliminary smoothed value at that frequency, typically
some 2 SD or more, were considered wild points and were replaced with the smoothed value at that
frequency. The other data points were not changed and so the details of the preliminary smoothing
are of no consequence. Most of the wild points occurred at multiples of the power line frequency.
Next, it is necessary to smooth the data by averaging neighboring data points, thus trading a re-
duction in the number of independent data points for a reduction in variance. The reduction in the
amount of data is just as important in our application as the reduction in variance, because the
curve fitting procedure used later to confront theory with experiment cannot easily deal with more
than some 80 data points. The smoothing procedure used here is "triangular weighting" because it
is easily modified to include a variable number of neighboring points. Each datum z(fi) at frequency
fi was replaced by the weighted average z(f) of the data at the neighboring frequencies fi, ranging
from the lowest frequency f_, through the highest frequency fi ,,. The weights were chosen to de-
crease linearly as the frequency fi moved further from the center frequency fi, hence the name "tri-
angular weighting." The procedure is precisely specified by
0 n
z(f) = E w(j) Z(Ji_>) + Z w(j)z(fi+j )
j=n i= I
where theweights w(j) are w(j) = [l/(n + 1)](1 - j/(n + 1)) for j = 0, 1, 2 ..., n. The coefficient
l/(n + 1) is chosen so that z(fi) = z(fi) if the data at all frequencies are the same.
As pointed out previously, it is desirable to select points from each block of data that are separated
by approximately constant intervals of log frequency. The points selected at the high end of the fre-
quency range will be, of course, much further spaced than those at the low end. Thus, it is important
that the points chosen at high frequency should reflect the value of many more neighboring points
than those chosen at the low frequency end. In other words, n should vary with frequency.
More precisely, to achieve a constant logarithmic weighting one wishes log (i + n) - log (i - n)
to be a constant, which implies that n = ai. (The equal sign should be read as "the integer part....")
The above procedure was used with a = 0.4, provided n < 50. The number of averaged points was
not increased beyond 101 (i.e. n = 50) because further reduction in variance seemed pointless (see
Fig. 4). The very highest frequency points in each block (those within n spacings of the maximum
frequency) require a special procedure. In that case we progressively reduced n from 50 to 24 until
the datum z(fi) was 24 from the end of the data set. The last 24 data points were replaced by a linear
extrapolation of the previous 24 and, whenever possible, were not subsequently used. We usually
filled in the "hole" in the data by subsequent merging with another data set taken over a wider band-
width.
The result of this entire procedure is to produce sets of smoothed data spaced almost uniformly on
a logarithmic frequency axis. These smoothed data sets were then combined to form a merged data
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FIGURE 3 The distributed equivalent circuit of the lens. The circuit shown is a close approximation
to the theoretical results of Eisenberg et al. (1979). The tapered resistor at the top of the figure repre-
sents the resistance to the flow of current away from the current microelectrode, the point source effect.
The voltage electrode measures a fraction of this point source effect, which fraction depends on the ra-
dial location of the current and voltage microelectrodes (R and r, respectively) and their angular separa-
tion 9. If the electrodes are close together just under the surface membrane eR3 -- Ri/2ra6. If one elec-
trode is close to the center of the preparation and the other just under the membrane, ER,- (R,/4va).
([a - r]/a + 3 [cos 6] [R/a]). The other symbols are defined in the figure, Y, being the admittance of the
surface membrane and Ye the admittance of the inner membranes. The propagation constant y at DC
is the reciprocal of the length constant.
set, examples of which are shown in Results. The procedure for merging was simply to switch from
one data set to another near the high-frequency end of the lower-frequency data set. Smoothing
was never done across data sets; that is, every smoothed point is computed from data in one block,
taken in one time interval. Thus, drift in the properties of the preparation is immediately apparent as
discontinuities in the final merged data set. Such discontinuities were usually negligible; if not, the
data were rejected.
This fairly complex procedure produces data comparable to that measured using sinusoids at con-
stant intervals of log frequency.
Theory
The cir,cuit model used here to describe the electrical properties of the lens of the eye is shown in
Fig. 3, which, together with Table I, includes most of the relevant equations, definitions, and ex-
planations. The circuit model well approximates the solution to the partial differential equations
derived by Eisenberg et al. (1979), Peskoff (1978a), and rederived by Barcilon et al.' from more
fundamental principles. Those papers offer more detailed physical, mathematical, and physiological
explanations of the origin and meaning of the circuit.
The current voltage relation of the circuit in Fig. 3 is V(r, R, 0; jw)/I0 = l/[4ira2(Y3(jW) +
Ye(jw))] + eR.(r, R, 0), where ER,(r, R, 0) (ohms) is defined in Eq. 20 of Eisenberg et al. (1979); Io
(A) is the applied current; r, R (cm) are the radial locations of the voltage and current microelec-
trodes, and their angular separation is O(deg or rad); w is the angular frequency in radians per second
and equals 27r times the frequency in hertz;] = (l1)1/2; and the other symbols are defined in the
figure and Table I.
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Fig. 7 shows a lumped approximation to the circuit actually used to describe the lens. This ap-
proximation is accurate when the length constant (crudely speaking, 1/y) is large compared to the
radius a. The approximate circuit is an aid to understanding the qualitative properties of the lens and
the properties estimated by step function measurements (e.g. Eisenberg and Rae, 1976). The numeri-
cal values attached to the circuit elements are computed by the formulas shown from the parameters
reported in Table I.
RESULTS
The data presented were generated by measuring the intracellular potential produced by
the current applied from an intracellular microelectrode placed near the center of the lens.
This placement of the current electrode is important because only in this case is there spheri-
cal symmetry in the potential just outside the preparation. Measurements made with the
current microelectrode just under the surface of the preparation showed a bath potential
that varied sufficiently with position to distort the impedance data. Inasmuch as a theoreti-
cal analysis of asymmetrical bath potentials is not available, and would probably be difflcult
to use if it were, it seemed best to place the current electrode near the center of the prepara-
tion. The insignificance of asymmetries in the bath potential was checked in each experiment
by making our differential measurements of potential (see Fig. 1) with two different locations
of the extracellular microelectrode: one measurement with the extracellular microelectrode
just outside the lens, close to the voltage recording electrode; the other measurement with
the electrode just outside the lens, close to the point where the current electrode entered the
preparation.
The insertion of the current microelectrode into the center of the lens produced little
visible damage (which is easily noticed in the preparation because of its transparency) and
not much change in resting potential. Only occasionally did the resting potential change
more than 2 mV when the current electrode was advanced into the center of the preparation.
Even in those cases, the resting potential usually returned to its original value in some 5-10
min. Lenses in which there was visible damage or a prolonged decline in resting potential
were discarded.
The data collected is presented as plots of the impedance of the lens as a function of fre-
quency. Although the current applied was a random wave form and contained a wide range
of frequencies, the method of data analysis decomposes the random currents and voltages
into their sinusoidal components. Each component has on the average the same properties
as a measurement made of the voltage induced by a pure sinusoid of that frequency. Thus,
the impedance measured at say 100 Hz with our technique is the same impedance that would
have been measured with a 100-Hz sinusoid using more conventional techniques. Plots are
presented of both the magnitude and phase angle of the impedance, the latter being most
useful in determining the circuit parameters of the preparation.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the impedance measured from typical preparations and the fit of the
theoretical functions (and thus the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3) to that data. The plots
of the magnitude have a plateau at low frequency and decline monotonically with frequency,
reaching a limiting value. The low frequency value is simply the DC resistance of the prep-
aration; the monotonic decline in magnitude occurs as the membrane current becomes
primarily capacitive and as the magnitude of the transmembrane potential declines. The
phase plots show a concomitant behavior, having zero phase angle at sufflciently low fre-
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FIGURE 4 Plots of the magnitude and phase of the impedance of the lens. These plots were determined
by application of current near the center of the lens and subsequent analysis of the induced potential as
described in the text. The solid line is the theoretical curve determined by the best fit of the theory illus-
trated in Fig. 3.
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FIGURE 5 Plots of the magnitude and phase of the impedance of the lens.
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quencies (where the impedance is essentially resistive), reaching a broad maximum, and then
declining toward zero at sufficiently high frequency. Because the preparation behaves as if
it has a resistance in series with all its membranes, at "infinite" frequency all the potential
drop across the preparation occurs across this resistance and thus is in phase with the
current.
Circuit parameters were determined by fitting the theoretical curves to the experimental
data in the frequency ranges 0.1-100 Hz or, if available, to data in the frequency range of
0.01-100 Hz. The curve fitting techniques are described in Valdiosera et al. (1974b). One
area of concern with curve fitting using multiple adjustable parameters is the uniqueness of
the results. We have dealt with this problem in several ways. First, the curve shapes pro-
duced by a wide range of parameter values and combinations of values were determined to
check whether the same curve could be produced in more than one way. Second, many
different initial guesses of parameter values were used in the curve fitting process to show
that the results were quite independent of the initial guess. Third, the curve fitting procedure
was run with various parameters constrained to different values. This procedure determines
whether the shape of the best fit theory curve is significantly altered if parameter values are
set to other than their optimal value. Fourth, statistical measures of parameter reliability
were calculated. The results of this analysis were clear: our parameter values are well deter-
mined by the experimental data except in one case, which involved both the internal resistiv-
ity Ri and the surface capacitance C, The effects of these parameters on the shape of
the impedance curves is essentially reciprocal: the effects of an increase in R, can be closely
mimicked by a decrease in C,. In other words, the high frequency time constant R, Cs is well
determined by the experimental data, but the individual parameters Ri and Cs are not. For
this reason the value of Ri = 625 ohm . cm, determined by other methods (Eisenberg and
Rae, 1976), has been adopted here. The other circuit parameters were well determined by
the curve fitting procedure. For example, the standard deviation of the circuit parameters (a
measure of the reciprocal of the derivative of the theoretical curve with respect to the param-
eters (see Valdiosera et al., 1974b, Eq. 12) is typically about 1% of the value of the param-
eters, being <2% even for Cs, providing R, is fixed.
Multiple data sets have been taken from the same preparation in order to cover the entire
frequency range of interest while preserving sufficient resolution at the low frequency end. It
is possible to combine these data sets in a variety of ways and use each combination to de-
termine circuit parameters. The variation of the circuit parameters from combination to
combination is then a measure of at least two effects: one, the probabilistic nature of the
data, which guarantees that two experiments will not give precisely the same result, and two,
changes in the properties of the preparation or microelectrodes during the course of the
experiment. We have fit all the possible combinations of data sets which span the frequency
range DC-100 Hz and have computed the data shown in Table I by averaging the circuit
parameters determined by curve fitting to each possible data set. The variation in the circuit
parameters from data set to data set (of the same preparation) can be described by a standard
deviation, which ranges from 3% of the mean for G, to 12% of the mean for C, We see
then that the merging process does not introduce a serious variance into our results.
Most of the data were taken in the frequency range 0.01-100 Hz because of the likelihood
of systematic errors in theory and/or experiments at both higher and lower frequencies. The
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FIGURE 6 Plots of several fits of the theory to the magnitude and phase of the impedance of the lens.
Here data is illustrated through 1 kHz. The theoretical curves indicate the best fit to data extending to
30Hz (dashed line), 100 Hz, and 1 kHz (indistinguishable solid lines). The parameter values for each
case are
Gs Gm Cs Cm Re R test
mho/cm2 mho/cm2 gF/lcm2 MF/cm2 kohm/cm %
30Hz 2.7x 10-4 3.8x 10-7 12 0.85 47 1.49
100Hz 2.4x 10-4 4.9x 10-7 8.8 0.92 49 1.54
1 kHz 2.5 x 10-4 4.4 x 10-7 9.2 0.90 47 1.91
The coherence function illustrated has been determined from the original raw function by the same edit-
ing of wild points, averaging of neighboring points, and combining of different data sets described in
the text. Thus, each point represents the average value of the coherence determined from exactly the
same data that determined the final impedance point at that frequency. The discontinuity in the co-
herence function at some 20 Hz is not an error, but rather the consequence of a change in the amount of
current applied to the preparation and thus in the signal-to-noise ratio ofthe recorded voltage.
systematic misfit at low frequencies evident in our data could have several explanations: the
signal to noise ratio at these frequencies is very low (as was determined by examination of
the coherence function, which gives a measure of signal to noise ratio), and this might in-
troduce bias into the results as well as severe variance. It is also possible that there is some
process not modeled by the theory which is most evident under these conditions. The good-
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ness of fit at high frequencies is rather surprising and led us to extend the frequency range to
1 kHz in some of the later experiments. Results over the extended frequency range are shown
in Fig. 6. Several theoretical curves are also shown in the figure, each curve being computed
from a different subset of the data. One curve was computed only from the data extending to
30 Hz, another curve from the data extending to 100 Hz, and finally one curve was computed
using the data extending to 1 kHz. The fits and parameter values producing each fit are quite
similar, within about 10%, which is near the limits imposed by the probabilistic nature of the
data. This result shows that the parameters are quite well determined by the data at lower
frequencies and are not very sensitive to the data at high frequencies. The fit of the theoreti-
cal curves even at 1 kHz is somewhat surprising because one might expect the theory to fail
at such high frequencies, where the spatial decrement of potential is very steep, even in
distances comparable to the width of a few lens fibers. Evidently, the shape of the phase
plot is not terribly sensitive to these effects.
A summary of our results is shown in Table I, which also includes estimates of the mor-
phometric parameters and some of the relevant derived quantities (see also Fig. 7). Because
the major source of variance in the results is the variation from preparation to preparation
(probably biological in origin), the standard deviations are computed directly from the mean
parameter values of each preparation. The parameter eR,(r, R, 0) is the series resistance,
which depends on the radial location of the voltage electrode r, the radial location of the
current electrode R, and the angular separation between electrodes 0 (see Eq. 20 of Eisenberg
et al., 1979). However, potential drops not included in the theoretical model, due to certain
artifacts which might be introduced by the experimental apparatus and procedure, also
could be described by a series resistance. We have little reason to suspect serious difficulties
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF LENS
Parameter Mean value SD,* n = 10 Source
GS, surface membrane conductance 2.1 x 104mho/cm2 29 Curve fit
Gm, inner membrane conductance 4.4 x 10-7 mho/cm2 34 Curve fit
CS, surface membrane capacitance 9.8 x 10-6 F/cm2 40 Curve fit
CM inner membrane capacitance 0.79 x 106 F/cm2 20 Curve fit
Re, effective extracellular resistivity 48 x 103 ohm-cm 21 Curve fit
a, radius 0.16 cm 4 Measured
Ri, effective intracellular resistivity 625 ohm-cm - Eisenberg and Rae, 1976
Sm/ VT surface of inner membrane per 6000 cm- I Rae and B. Eisenbergt
unit volume
eR,(r, R, 0), series resistance 230 ohm 23 Curve fit
RteSt,. goodness of fit 1.2% 42% Curve fit
R.p,,t,input resistance 9 x 103 ohm - Derived
e Ri/(Ri + Re) 0.01 - Derived
X(d.c.), length constant 0.088 cm - Derived
X(100 Hz), length constant 0.0026 cm - Derived
X(I,000 Hz), length constant 0.0012cm - Derived
Resting potential 68 mV 6 Measured
*Written as percent of mean value.
t Personal communication.
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FIGURE 7 A lumped approximation to the equivalent circuit. This approximation is valid when 1/v
(crudely speaking, the length constant) is large compared to the radius a of the lens; it is useful both
as a guide to qualitative reasoning and as a description of properties at low frequencies. The param-
eter Rs measures point source effects and is described in more detail in the caption to Fig. 3 and in
Eisenberg et al. (1979). The other parameters are defined by gs = 4ira2GS, Cs = 4ira2Cs, gm = (4/3).
ra3(Sm/VT)Gm, Cm = (4/3)ira3(Sm/VT)Cm, re = (Ri + Re)/(20ra). The numbers shown are com-
puted from the experimental results shown in Table I and indicate the significance of the two pathways
for current flow, surface and interior, and of the resistance within the extracellular space.
in the theoretical model or experimental techniques, but we did not measure the electrode
location with sufficient accuracy to convert ERS into an estimate of the internal resistivity
Ri. The parameter eRs is not further used in the paper; it serves as a buffer to insulate our
conclusions from the effects of local potential and various possible errors in theory and ex-
periment. The parameter Rt.s, is a root mean square measure of the deviation between theory
and experiment (Valdiosera et al., 1974b). Rinp.t is the ratio of steady potential to a steady
applied current, with the electrodes far separated. The parameter e is defined in Table I and
plays a key role in the theoretical analysis (Eisenberg et al., 1979). The length constant X is
defined as the reciprocal of the real part of -y, which is itself defined in Fig. 3 and in Eisen-
berg et al. (1979). The length constant is a measure of the distance in which the extracellular
potential changes by a factor of approximately e, and therefore is a measure of the spatial
uniformity of the transmembrane potential across the membranes within the lens.
DISCUSSION
Qualitative Analysis and Significance ofResults
Although the analysis presented in this paper is somewhat complex, the main conclusions
concerning the properties of the surface and inner membranes can be predicted from an in-
tuitive analysis of the magnitude plot in Figs. 4 and 5 and the lumped approximate circuit in
Fig. 7. The magnitude plot has a corner frequency around 0.2 Hz, indicating that the first
(slowest) time constant of the preparation is around 1 s. Because the input resistance of the
preparation is about 10 kohm, the input capacitance must be on the order of 100 AF to pro-
duce the time constant of about 1 s. Biological membranes invaiably have a specific ca-
pacitance near 1 ,uF/cm2, which implies that current applied to the lens must be charging
at least 100 cm2 of membrane to produce the measured time constant. The outer surface area
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of the lenses used here is <0.5 cm2, so the inner membranes must also be charged by the
current applied with a microelectrode-there is no other way to provide the 100 cm2 of mem-
brane needed to account for the time constant of the preparation. The inner membranes
are, in other words, in parallel electrical connection to the surface membrane and to one
another. A parallel connection in turn implies that the extracellular and intracellular media
allow substantial current flow; the extracellular medium is pervading but not isolated: it
allows current to flow to the bath. The intracellular medium extends from the cytoplasm of
one lens fiber to that of another, through gap junctions, and it also allows current to reach
the outer membrane of the preparation and then the bath.
The above arguments can be extended to determine qualitatively the distribution of DC
conductance between the surface and inner membranes. Because the inner membranes are
charging their capacitances in parallel, and a membrane is represented electrically as a re-
sistor in parallel with a capacitor, it follows that the conductance of these membranes must
also appear in parallel, at least at DC. If the inner membranes had a typical conductance
(that is, 0.1-0.4 mmho/cm2), then the input resistance of the lens would be < 100 ohm. Be-
cause the input resistance is about 10,000 ohm, we are led to the conclusion that the specific
conductance of the inner membranes must be abnormally small.2 Essentially all the inner
membranes (even those in the nucleus of the lens) must have quite small specific conduc-
tance, because the presence of a substantial conductance in a parallel connection would
produce a much lower value of input resistance than that observed.
Our results also show in both a qualitative and quantitative manner that all lens fibers
are electrically well connected to one another. The steady voltage response to applied cur-
rent is found to be quite independent of electrode location (see also Eisenberg and Rae,
1976), provided point source effects are avoided. That is, in the steady state all intracellular
locations are at the same potential, and show the same input resistance; thus, all intracellu-
lar locations are electrically connected, presumably by the cytoplasm and numerous gap
junctions between fibers.
Further Investigation
Further investigation is needed of our estimate of the effective extracellular resistivity,
namely, 48 kohm- cm, because the effective resistivity depends on the volume fraction, the
tortuosity, and the true resistivity of the solution filling the extracellular space, none of
which has been independently measured. If one computes the tortuosity as suggested in the
Appendix and estimates the volume fraction as 1.2% (Yorio and Bentley, 1976), the resistiv-
ity of the extracellular medium is 83 ohm. cm (Eq. A-1). The similarity of this figure to the
resistivity of frog Ringer (some 91 ohm.-cm) should not hide the number of assumptions
made in its calculation.
Inasmuch as both the resistivity of the extracellular and intracellular media as reported
here are "effective" parameters, further work is necessary to determine the actual resistivity
2It is theoretically conceivable that the effective resistance of the extracellular medium might be sufficiently high to
limit the contribution of the inner membranes. Such is unlikely to be the case given the dimensions of the space.
Both our quantitative results and an extension of the qualitative discussion of charging of the inner membrane
capacitance show that the inner membranes contribute to the electrical properties measured.
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of the two media. Morphological measurements of the orientation and density of gap junc-
tions and extracellular space are a prerequisite for further theoretical and electrical analysis.
Measurements of the spatial variation of impedance, perhaps using specialized electronics
to remove the spatially uniform component of potential, would be useful in accurately de-
termining the effective resistivities. Such measurements-both morphological and electri-
cal-should be quite revealing of the anisotropic properties of the lens.
The value of the surface capacitance of some 10 gF/cm2 also needs further investigation.
It is much too large to represent the capacitance of a single unfolded sheet of membrane.
The figure may possibly be in error, because it is such a small fraction of the total capacitance
and because it might be sensitive to assumptions concerning, for example, the frequency in-
dependence of R.. It is also possible that the figure is more or less correct but represents
the composite properties of a number of membranes, probably the membranes of the outer-
most layers of fibers. Indeed, it seems likely that the boundary condition which Eisenberg
et al. (1979) and Peskoff (1978) used to describe the outermost membrane of a spherical
syncytium really describes the properties of the outermost layer of the syncytium. In that
case the parameters ascribed here to the surface membrane certainly would represent the
properties of a layer of fibers. There may also be a continuous gradation of membrane prop-
erties within the lens: then our theory and the resulting parameter values must be viewed as
"mean values" of the true situation.
Physiological Role ofthe Inner Membranes
A significant finding of this investigation is that the inner membranes of the lens contribute
importantly to the electrical properties of the tissue, but have insulating properties more
reminiscent of lipid bilayers than of biological membranes (Fig. 7, Table I). The inner mem-
branes are excellent insulators allowing only a few ions (per unit area) to cross from cyto-
plasm to extracellular medium. The total area of inner membranes is so large, however,
that the total ionic current flow (across all the inner membranes) is about equal to the ionic
current which flows across the surface membrane. Indeed, if the inner membranes did not
have such unusual insulating properties, almost all the conductance of the preparation
would be in its interior, in the combination of inner membranes and tortuous extracellular
space. The insulating properties of the inner membranes serve to greatly reduce the amount
of sodium pumping and therefore metabolism needed to maintain the viability of the tissue.
Most biological membranes permit substantial leakage of sodium ions and water into their
cytoplasm and so most cells must expend substantial amounts of metabolic energy to main-
tain ionic and osmotic gradients (Tosteson and Hoffman, 1960; Tosteson, 1964). If the
inner membranes were not exceptionally good insulators, the lens would need a high density
of sodium pump activity, accompanying metabolism, and subcellular organelles to main-
tain its ionic and osmotic gradients. But even then, there would be serious diffusional dif-
ficulties introduced by the tortuous extracellular space, and there might be optical difficul-
ties as well, introduced by the subcellular organelles. Diffusion within the extracellular
space could limit transport across the inner membranes, because the extracellular space
within the lens is not a low resistance pathway (Fig. 7). Even though the resistivity of the
solution within the extracellular space is close to that of Ringer's solution, the lumped re-
sistance of the extracellular space is very high-comparable to the membrane resistance-
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because of the small volume fraction and tortuosity of the extracellular pathways. Thus,
ions transported across inner membranes would probably accumulate (or deplete) in "un-
stirred layers" within the extracellular medium.
It is thus difflcult for the lens to accommodate a high volume density of sodium pump ac-
tivity. It would also be difficult for the tissue to accommodate a large metabolic apparatus
and still remain transparent. The large number of mitochondria needed to perform aerobic
metabolism would certainly scatter light. A transparent tissue is also unlikely to include
blood vessels, so all metabolism, anerobic and even aerobic if it were present, would be
severely limited by long intracellular diffusion paths from the blood supply to the site of
metabolism. For these reasons we expect the lens to have little ability to synthesize ATP.
The insulating properties of the inner membranes are thus seen as necessary if a trans-
parent tissue is to contain inner membranes at all. The question remains, however, why does
the lens contain inner membranes? It might be thought that they are a necessary conse-
quence of the embryological development of the lens from many separate cells, but other
giant cells, for example skeletal muscle fibers, are formed from the fusion of many small
cells, whose plasma membranes then disappear (Fischman, 1972; Crowe and Baskin, 1977).
It seems more likely that the inner membranes of the lens have either a mechanical function
or a function related to the optical behavior of the tissue. Perhaps the inner membranes
modify the index of refraction or transparency of the lens; perhaps they provide structural
strength or other mechanical characteristics needed in a lens which focuses by deformation.
The speculative nature of the above discussion is justified, we hope, by its utility in sug-
gesting experiments.
APPENDIX: THE TORTUOSITY FACTOR
The effective extracellular resistivity Re reported in this paper is related to the actual resistivity of the
extracellular solution Re by the expression (Mathias et al., 1977)
R 'Re ( A-1)Re Tr(Ve/VT)(A)
where the tortuosity factor T is a measure of the effects of branching and convolutions of the ex-
tracellular space and Ve/ VT is the volume fraction of the extracellular space.
An analytical expression for the tortuosity factor has been derived as part of a theoretical analy-
sis of random two-dimensional branching networks (Mathias et al., 1977; Eisenberg et al., 1977).
The analysis has been shown numerically (Mathias, 1975) to be quite precise. The essential step in
the analysis is the description of the two-dimensional branching in terms of only one spatial variable
and a set of morphometric parameters. The difficulty in performing this step is that regular two-
dimensional networks do not pack into the circular shape conventionally used to describe the bound-
ary of the network. Thus, a geometric construction and probabilistic analysis is necessary to re-
late the measured properties of the two-dimensional network to the electrically important tortuosity
factor.
It is likely that a similar analysis could be performed for the three-dimensional network of ex-
tracellular clefts, if those clefts had sufficient symmetry. Indeed, the recent theoretical results of
Barcilon et al.' provide a guide to such an analysis and a linkage of that analysis to the theory
used here. Such an analysis, however, requires morphological information not presently known.
For example, an analytical description of the three-dimensional structure of the lens fibers and the
anisotropic morphometric parameters of the extracellular space are not known. We can, however,
proceed rather far by exploiting the quasi-crystalline nature of the lens and an oversimplified view of
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zFIGURE 8 A representation of the structure of the lens. The angle 0 defines a lune which represents one
side of a hexagonal lens fiber. The length of that side is called L1 (4), in general, to indicate its depen-
dence on location, and is called L I at its maximum, when X = ir/2.
the packing of lens fibers in which fibers run from north pole to south pole (Fig. 8). Instead of writ-
ing the tortuosity factor as a function of measured morphometric parameters (the only viable ap-
proach in a random network), we will write it as a function of the structure of the lens fibers in a par-
ticular plane, namely, the equatorial plane. This function would give the appropriate tortuosity for a
set of lens fibers packed into a cylindrical array. To pack the fibers into a spheroidal structure, they
must taper from equator to pole. The structural parameters that vary from equator to pole are then
replaced in the function with their mean values and the mean tortuosity factor is computed. This ap-
proach is likely to be reasonably accurate for a quasi-crystalline structure, although a complete analy-
sis should be undertaken once the necessary morphological data are available.
The expression for the tortuosity factor derived by Mathias et al. (1977) is appropriate for the
equatorial plane in Fig. 8.
NB (ON 6B )
T =
2 2 ' (A-2)2
(647T)N AF
where NB are the number of branches per node in the equatorial plane, LT/A F iS the length of extra-
cellular space per area of tissue in the equatorial plane, AN is the average spacing between nodes in the
equatorial plane, 6B is the spacing between radial branches in the equatorial plane. These param-
eters are determined from several networks in Mathias et al. (1977, Fig. 11, where the construction
of a unit cell and radial dimension Ar is also discussed).
The construction of a unit cell appropriate for the lens is also shown in Fig. 8. The unit cell is a
rectangle of smallest dimension which can be replicated to produce the entire network. Thus, it can
be used to determine LT/AF = (L, + 2L3)/(2Ar)(0.5)(L1 + L2). The spacing between radial
branches equals the mean node spacing, namely, 6N = 6B = (O.5)(LI + L2). Rae and B. Eisen-
berg (personal communication) have made preliminary estimates of parameters LI = 8.1 ,m; L2 =
9.5 uim; L3 = 1.3 um; 2Ar = 2.4 um, implying 6B = AN = 8.8 um and a tortuosity, in the equa-
torial plane, of 0.08.
The value of tortuosity applicable to the entire preparation can be determined if we assume that
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the lens fibers taper in an idealized manner from equator to pole. We assume that the outer surface
of each hexagonal unit (the surface generated by LI) forms a lune of a sphere (Bartsch, 1974, p. 167),
with the dimension L1 (0) varying from equator to pole, but with the dimension L3 constant. Be-
cause a lune includes the same angle at equator and pole (by definition), it is straightforward to de-
termine the mean value of LI (4) from an integration ofLl(L ) over X, giving EL = (2/ir)LI. Then
NB/2 (A-3)
+ 2L3 2
( 2Ar)
The resulting mean value of the tortuosity is 0.14.
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